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1960, Seoul, Korea
Anyonghaseyo, dear brothers and sisters!
Here again some inspiration, based on the words of True Father and True Mother:
True Mother: "To achieve the perfected ideal, their [the people's] love must come to have the same
qualities of maturity, unselfishness and total investment that characterize God's own love." [1]
The world in line with God's ideal is the world of true love. And this love is not something vague or
superficial, but very substantial. It has all the qualities that God's love has.
God has given everyone the potential to reach His own level. However, this potential has never been
actualized in history, because the heart of our first ancestors got corrupted.
True Parents have finally broken down all the barriers on the way to God's ideal world. Nothing can block
us anymore to become people in the full image of God. It is now in our own hands to develop our heart to
the highest levels. Nothing apart from our own limited thinking can stop us. Thinking that only True
Parents can develop such a heart, has nothing to do with God's and True Parents' viewpoint:
True Father: "You are not in the Unification Church to follow Rev Moon but to become better than Father
and unify everything". [2]
Becoming "better" than Father means to develop a deeper heart than him. It is certainly not just about
sleeping less than 2 hours or the like. By just sleeping less we cannot "unify everything." But with a
divine heart we certainly can have such an influence in the world, a tremendous influence even.

True Parents do not want us to just "follow" some external instructions. They want us to become like
them, in terms of heart, and even better. In that sense they are waiting for us to "follow" them, pioneering
heart and love as they have done and still do:
True Father: "I watch you more closely than you realize and seek to nurture you so that you can grow into
giants in the sight of God." [3]
The dream of God, Jesus and True Parents is to see us becoming giants of true love. And if we ask God,
True Father, Jesus and Heung Jin Nim, they will surely guide us on that path. Asking them for such
guidance in the realm of heart is of great importance. They will teach us true love. They will help us to
transform our hearts so that they become divine. They will help us to become like them, of course on the
foundation of our own heartistic effort to love and embrace all people, including those that are
"impossible" to love:
True Mother: "True love is to love even someone who seems impossible to love, and thus, in true love
you have no choice except to love even your enemies... With true love we can achieve true peace." [4]
Exercising our hearts in such a way, not trying to receive love, but just to give it, unconditionally,
unchangingly, even to "unlovable" people, makes us certainly giants of love. It brings us closer and closer
to God's level of heart. And that will make a difference:
True Father: "When you become the embodiment of True Love, the entire world shall be conquered.
Satan fears the power of True Love, because nothing can prevail against us." [5]
And we will certainly not be losers:
True Father: "All you have to do is maintain a loving heart and tug on the rope of love, and everything
will come to you." [6]
Love from Bruno
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